This special issue of Canada Watch examines the pivotal issue of Canada–U.S. relations, at a time of unprecedented economic integration.

Since the signing of the two free trade agreements Canada–U.S. relations have undergone enormous change, and many experts predicted that integration in public policy would accelerate in such strategic areas of importance as health care delivery, social and cultural policy, labour market management, and tax reform.

According to the experts in this issue, our assumptions need to be rethought in light of empirical evidence. Wholesale convergence is not occurring between these two look-alike societies. There is strong evidence that national governments remain on separate but parallel paths, in many spheres of public policy. In some areas, such as labour market policy, there is strong evidence of divergence. In other areas, such as cultural policy, Canada’s vision of culture remains apart from the United States’. What emerges from this complex picture is that policy management by Ottawa and Washington has become an arena of conflict between the two countries. Power is what matters, and Canada does not have the punch when it matters.

At the root of so much friction is that so far the benefits of greater economic integration have proven to be much less dramatic for Canadians than predicted. If there is a success story, it is largely an American one. Americans continue to have higher incomes, more jobs, stronger industries, high-tech industries to spare, and cheaper consumer goods than Canadians. What is worrying is that the gap between the two countries is growing, not shrinking, despite continental free trade.

But economic policy is not the only defining element in the relations between the two countries. Canadian health, cultural, and social programs demonstrate that Canadian values and institutions remain strikingly different from those in the United States and will keep the two countries on parallel paths, well into the future.

Compared with American political culture, ours is strongly pragmatic. We allow prayers in school, have strong gun control legislation, and support redistributive social policies and a universal public health care system. Canada still has a strong sense of collective entitlements despite the corrosive influence of globalization and neoliberalism. In the United States their political culture is fiercely and often naively idealistic. Gun control is not written on the books, a universal health care system remains in perpetual no man’s land politically, and an adequate social policy a distinct memory. The problem is that, in the Republic, entitlements are seen as a grant from government largesse for the undeserving. Hence entitlements are despised and vulnerable to attack from many different quarters. Canada and the United States are not an echo of each other.

The defining reality is that Canada still has a “leaky” border with the United States, with goods, services, and capital pouring in. As many of the contributors to this special issue demonstrate, Canada needs, in the words of Jim Gilles, “imaginative new public policies” to meet the needs of all of its citizens. So far the Chrétien Liberals have few ideas of how to build that capacity. It is unlikely that the pending federal election will generate a bold new vision or even the beginning of one. This policy crisis has not been addressed. It ought to be. We are a country without a new set of policy initiatives to take Canada into the 21st century. That’s troubling.
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